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ABSTRACT: The highly reactive nature and rough surface of Li foil
can lead to the uncontrollable formation of Li dendrites when
employed as an anode in a lithium metal battery. Thus, it could be of
great practical utility to create uniform, electrochemically stable, and
“lithiophilic” surfaces to realize homogeneous deposition of Li. Herein,
a LiZn alloy layer is deposited on the surface of Li foil by e-beam
evaporation. The idea is to introduce a uniform alloy surface to
increase the active area and make use of the Zn sites to induce
homogeneous nucleation of Li. The results show that the alloy film
protected the Li metal anode, allowing for a longer cycling life with a
lower deposition overpotential over a pure-Li metal anode in
symmetric Li cells. Furthermore, full cells pairing the modified lithium
anode with a LiFePO4 cathode showed an incremental increase in Coulombic efficiency compared with pure-Li. The concept of
using only an alloy modifying layer by an in-situ e-beam deposition synthesis method offers a potential method for enabling lithium
metal anodes for next-generation lithium batteries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lithium (Li) metal batteries are regarded as the most
promising energy storage system for next-generation batteries
because of their high energy density.1−4 As an anode material
in Li battery systems, Li metal has been heavily studied due to
its high theoretical capacity (3860 mAh g−1), low working
potential (−3.04 V vs the standard hydrogen electrode), and
low density (0.534 g cm−3).5−7 However, the commercializa-
tion of Li metal batteries has been hindered for several
important reasons. For example, the uneven deposition of Li
contributes to the formation of dendrites, which leads to the
formation of “dead Li”, low Coulombic efficiency (CE), high
impedance, and even safety hazards.8−10 Additionally, the
highly reactive nature of Li metal brings about severe side
reactions between Li and ester-based electrolytes, which causes
an accumulation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layers and
losses in capacity.11

Several strategies have been proposed to realize homoge-
neous deposition of Li metal and formation of stable SEI
layers, including electrolyte optimization, surface decoration,
and construction of stable hosts.12−16 Meanwhile, the basic
mechanisms at play in Li deposition remain an active area of
research for battery science investigators,17 especially the initial
nucleation and deposition of Li, which plays an important role
in the sequential deposition and stripping of Li. Many models

have been suggested to understand the mechanism of initial
deposition of Li. According to the heterogeneous nucleation
model, to realize even deposition of Li, the wettability of the
substrate plays an important role.18,19 Cui and co-workers
explored the nucleation pattern of Li metal on different
substrates (Au, Ag, Zn, etc.), and their results suggested that
substrates with solubility to Li metal showed no nucleation
barriers, indicating it is easier for Li to deposit on those
substrates.20,21 More and more “lithiophilic” materials (CuO,
Al2O3, Au, and Sn) have been reported to reduce the
overpotential of Li during nucleation. For example, Shi and
co-workers reported that the lithiophilic AuLi3 particles on Ni
foam skeletons can significantly lower the nucleation energy
barrier and enhance the uniformity for Li deposition compared
with single Ni foam.22−28 Matsuda and co-workers reported
that the electrolytes which contain metal ions (Sn4+, Al3+, In3+,
Ga3+, or Bi3+) would benefit the increase in Coulombic
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efficiency since the metal ions in the electrolyte would
electrochemically form a Li-based alloy thin film on the
surface of the Li substrate, which would increase the surface
uniformity.29,30 Ye and co-workers reported a three-dimen-
sional Cu current collector modified with Al (Cu@Al) as to
make use of the reaction between Li and Al to generate a
binary LiAl alloy phase in the first cycle.11 The alloy is utilized
to facilitate uniform metallic Li nucleation and growth.
Constructing a stable “lithiophilic” surface would be effective
in realizing homogeneous deposition of Li, forming a stable
SEI layer, and increasing the CE. However, when pure metal
(such as Al, Ag, Au, etc.) is used directly as an anode current
collector in full cells, the initial CE will be low due to the
alloying process in the initial cycle. Thus, it is of great utility to
introduce an alloy modification layer via a facile method
instead of employing a pure “lithiophilic” metal as the current
collector.
Herein, a LiZn alloy overlayer is in situ introduced on a

pure-Li surface by e-beam evaporation, as illustrated in Figure
1a, the purpose of which is to introduce a uniform alloy surface
so that homogeneous deposition of Li metal can be realized.
For the surface of a pure-Li foil (as shown in Figure 1b) is not
ideal, it is much easier for Li+ to accumulate at “hot spot” sites
(like valley and edge sites) with a high surface free energy and
high local current density and then nucleate and grow
uncontrollably, which ultimately leads to the formation of
lithium dendrites after repeated charging/discharging.31 By
introduction of a LiZn alloy on the Li surface, the Zn sites in
the alloy have higher solubility for Li, which can reduce the
nucleation overpotential and increase the concentration of
active sites, thereby reducing the local current density and
realizing uniform nucleation of Li metal, as illustrated in Figure
1c. Additionally, the introduction of an electrochemically inert
alloy layer can also assist in the reduction of the side reactions
occurring on the surface of the Li metal, which would increase
the CE of the system. What is more, the stability of the SEI
layer on the surface of alloy can be improved greatly, for the
structure of the introduced alloy layer is more stable when
compared with pure-Li, which suffers from a large volume
change during plating and stripping.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials Preparation. The LiZn modified Li foil is in situ

prepared by e-beam evaporation. Monocrystalline Zn pellets (purity
99.99%) contained in a crucible are evaporated onto the surface of the
Li foil (with 99.9% purity and 0.75 mm thickness, Alfa Aesar, CAS#

7439-93-2). Before evaporation, the vacuum chamber is evacuated to
a pressure lower than 10−8 Torr. Then, Li foil is transferred through
an intermediate chamber into the stainless-steel chamber. Zn is
deposited with a constant evaporator emission current of 0.2 mA.
According to the phase diagram of Li−Zn, it is very facile to form a
LiZn alloy with a large amount of Li. The deposition rate is around
0.5 Å s−1 as measured by a quartz crystal microbalance.

2.2. Morphology and Structure Characterization. The
morphologies of the samples were analyzed by a FEI Quanta 650
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS, Hitachi S5500) was used to observe the elemental dispersion in
the cross section. The cross section of the electrodes is examined by
using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Scios 2 HiVAc dual-beam system
with EBL capabilities (Scios Duslbeam), and the stage tilt was set to
45° when taking the images. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns
of the samples were recorded on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffraction
system with Cu Kα1 radiation (40 kV, 30 mA) with a scan rate of 10°
min−1. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were obtained by a Kratos
Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer, with a monochromatic
Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.5 eV). Samples were transferred from
an Ar-filled glovebox by using a transfer capsule. The data were
analyzed by using Casa XPS software, and the peak binding energies
were normalized to the adventitious C 1s peak aligned to 284.8 eV.
Samples were sputtered with Ar+ to obtain depth profiles.

2.3. Electrochemical Properties Investigation. The Li storage
properties of the achieved products were tested by assembling 2032
coin-type cells in an argon-filled glovebox (water and oxygen levels
<0.1 ppm). The Li foil samples with evaporative-deposited Zn were
used as the working electrode directly. A lithium metal disk and
Celgard 2300 served as the counter electrode and the separator,
respectively. We used 1 M lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) in
dimethoxyethane (DME) as the electrolyte. For full cells, commercial
FeLiPO4 (LFP) was used as the cathode, and Li foils (with/without
the LiZn modification) were employed as anodes. The cycling and
rate performances of the cells were performed with an Arbin BT-2143
multichannel battery testing system. The electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) of the cells after different cycles were tested in the
frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 2000000 kHz with an open-circuit
voltage of 10 mV by using a Gamry Interface 1010E.

2.4. Computational Methods. All the density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed with the VASP package. The
electronic exchange and correlation were described by a generalized
gradient approximation method using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
functional.32 The core electrons were described by the projector
augmented-wave method.33 The valence electrons were described by
Kohn−Sham wave functions expanded in a plane-wave basis;34 the
energy cutoff for the calculations was set to 400 eV. The Brillouin
zone was sampled by a 3 × 3 × 1 k-point mesh using a Monkhorst−
Pack method.34 Structures were considered optimized after all the
forces fell below 0.05 eV/Å.

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams for (a) the synthesis of a LiZn alloy layer on the Li foil surface; the deposition behavior of Li ions on the surfaces of
(b) the LiZn alloy modified Li foil and (c) pure-Li foil.
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The Li and LiZn surfaces were modeled as four-layer, 4 × 4 slabs.
All slab surfaces were cleaved from the bulk structures with DFT-
optimized lattice constants. The surface energies (Esurf) were
calculated via eq 1:

=
−

E
E nE

A2surf
slab bulk

(1)

where Eslab and Ebulk are the total energies of the slab surface and the
bulk structure, respectively, n is the ratio of the atoms in the slab vs
the bulk, and A represents the area of the unit cell. The binding
energies of Li (Eb) are calculated by using eq 2:

= − −*E E E Eb Li slab Li (2)

where ELi* is the total energy of a surface with an adsorbed Li atom
and ELi is the total energy of a Li atom in a vacuum calculated with
spin polarization.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Morphology and Structure Analysis. The XRD

patterns of pure-Li and LiZn alloy modified Li are displayed in
Figure 2a. The characteristic peaks of Li and LiZn (thickness:
∼ 200 nm)/Li can be identified to Li(PDF 00-015-0401). No
LiZn alloy peak can be detected in LiZn (200 nm)/Li, which
can be attributed to the low mass loading of the alloy. After
increasing the thickness of the LiZn alloy layer to 1000 nm, the
diffraction peaks for the LiZn alloy appear (PDF#03-065-
4082). The SEM image of the top surface for pure-Li foil is
shown in Figure 2b; it can be found that the surface is not
even, with lots of “gullys” spreading out over the entire surface,
which can serve as “hot spots” for the accumulation and
nucleation of Li+ ions during cycling. The top surface
morphology of LiZn/Li is displayed in Figure 2c. Compared
with pure-Li, LiZn/Li shows higher surface roughness due to
the introduction of the LiZn particle film, which can help to
reduce the local current density and provide more nucleation
sites in the deposition of Li metal. One can find that cracks
exist on the surface of the LiZn alloy, which might be
attributed to the original rough Li surface, for the width
between the cracks is the same as that on pure-Li foil.

However, the cracks almost have no effect on the nucleation
behavior of Li metal on the LiZn alloy surface, which will be
confirmed later. It was found that the alloy particles are well
distributed on the Li surface. Figure S1a,b shows the Zn
particles on the Si substrate, the size of which ranges from 50
to 300 nm. Because Zn particles would not react with the Si
substrate, the Zn atoms would first nucleate on the Si
substrate, and the Zn atoms from different angles have
different kinetic energies; thus, Zn crystals with different sizes
would be formed on the surface of the Si substrate and show
hexagonal morphology. Alternatively, Zn atoms would react
with Li metal to form a LiZn alloy layer when Zn atoms reach
the Li surface. The alloying process would change the
morphology of the deposited “Zn” (LiZn) layer on the Li
foil due to its different microstructure and composition
compared to the deposited Zn particles on the Si substrate.
A cross-sectional FIB-SEM image of LiZn/Li is exhibited in
Figure 2d. The top Pt layer is introduced to protect the alloy
layer during FIB sputtering. Figure 2e,f presents the EDS
mappings of Pt and Zn elements. It was found that the
modifying alloy layer is uniform and compact with a thickness
of around 200 nm.
Figure S2 presents the Li 1s, C 1s, O 1s, and Zn 2p XPS

depth profiles of LiZn/Li. The detailed XPS spectra of Li 1s
are shown in Figure S2a, and the peaks located at 58.0, 56.2,
and 55.0 eV can be attributed to Li2CO3 (or LiOH), Li2O, and
Li metal. It can be found that the peaks shift to lower binding
energy, showing a more metallic nature for Li with increases in
sputtering time.35 Such a phenomenon can be ascribed to the
native oxide layer on the Li metal surface, which can be
comfirmed by the decrease in C 1s and O 1s XPS spectra with
increasing of the sputtering time (shown in Figure S2b,c). Two
major peaks centered at 1022.6 and 1045.7 eV with a spin-
energy separation of 23.1 eV correspond to Zn 2p3/2 and Zn
2p1/2 for Zn

2+ in Figure S2d.36 The Zn 2p XPS spectra also
show more metallic nature with increases in sputtering time,
which is similar to Li 1s.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of Li and LiZn/Li. SEM images of (b) pure-Li and (c) LiZn (200 nm) on Li. (d) FIB-SEM images of the cross-
sectional view of LiZn (200 nm)/Li. EDS mapping of (e) Pt and (f) Zn elements.
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To find a suitable modification thickness for the LiZn alloy
layer, different quantities of Zn (100, 200, and 400 nm) were
evaporated onto the surface of the Li foil. After that, 2 mA h
cm−2 of Li is deposited on the surface of the modified Li (with
different thicknesses of alloy layers) at a current density of 2
mA cm−2; the corresponding SEM images are shown in Figure
S3. It can be found that the deposition of Li on LiZn (100
nm)/Li is not as uniform as those on LiZn (200 nm)/Li and
LiZn (400 nm)/Li. The reason can be ascribed to the low mass
loading of Zn particles, leaving some inactive areas. After
increasing the amount of evaporated Zn, the surface of the Li
foil is fully covered; thus, the active area increases, and the
deposition of Li becomes more uniform. In the following
discussion, the thickness of Zn layer was chosen to be 200 nm.
Because the initial nucleation of Li metal plays an important

role in the subsequent growth of Li, different amounts of Li are
deposited on the different surfaces to explore the initial
nucleation and deposition behaviors. After the deposition of
0.1 mA h cm−2 of Li on a pure-Li surface, most of the Li metal
nucleates in the “gully” portions (brighter sites), and only part
of the surface is used, as shown in Figure 3a. The deposition of
Li is nonuniform after the deposition amount increases to 2
mA h cm−2 (shown in Figure 3b−e). The reason for such a
phenomenon can be attributed to the “gully” portions having a
higher surface free energy and current density.37,38 However,

after the introduction of the LiZn alloy layer, the nucleation
behavior of Li is much different from that on a pure-Li surface.
It can be seen that the nucleation sites of Li metal on the LiZn
alloy surface are not along the “gully” but well distributed
(Figure 3f) on the surface, indicating that LiZn alloy surface is
more “lithiophilic” than that of a “gully” area. Additionally, the
deposition of Li on the alloy surface remains uniform, even
when the deposition capacity increases to 2 mA h cm−2. The
comparison of Li deposition behaviors between the pure-Li
surface and the LiZn alloy surface proves that the LiZn alloy
surface can not only benefit the nucleation of Li but also
increase the active area to achieve homogeneous Li deposition.
Zoomed-in pictures have been added in Figure S4 accordingly.
One can find that the deposition behavior of the Li metal on
the pure-Li foil is mainly along the “gully”, while the nucleation
of Li on the surface of the LiZn alloy is well distributed. As the
deposited amount of Li is gradually increased, the LiZn alloy
surface is smoother than those of the pure-Li foil surface.
After 100 cycles at a current density of 2 mA cm−2 for 2 mA

h cm−2, the plating side of Li (Li−P) shows a porous structure
(Figure S5a), and there are still inactive sites remaining
(marked in red arrow, in Figure 4a), indicating a low surface
area is involved in plating/stripping and nonuniform Li
deposition. Additionally, the EDS mapping of F on the Li
surface, which originates from the formed SEI layer, is also

Figure 3. SEM images of the surface of Li foil with deposition of Li at 2 mA cm−2 for (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.5, (d) 1, and (e) 2 mA h cm−2. SEM
images of the surface of LiZn/Li with deposition of Li at 2 mA cm−2 for (f) 0.1, (g) 0.2, (h) 0.5, (i) 1, and (j) 2 mA h cm−2.

Figure 4. SEM images of Li surface: (a) Li plating side and (b) Li stripping side. (c) Cross-sectional FIB-SEM images of plating sides of Li. (d)
EDS mappings of Pt and O elements. SEM images of LiZn/Li surface: (e) Li plating sides and (f) Li stripping sides, after 100 cycles at a current
density of 2 mA cm−2 for 2 mA h cm−2. (g) Cross-sectional FIB-SEM images of plating sides of LiZn/Li. (h) EDS mappings of Pt and O elements.
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distributed unevenly, as shown in Figure S5b. Such a
phenomenon can be attributed to the various surface
formation energies and diffusion barriers of the species on
the surface, leading to the uneven stripping/plating of Li and
further causing uneven formation of the SEI.18 When it comes
to the stripping side of Li (Li−S), it can be seen that the
surface is covered with a porous structure (Figure S5c), and a
large number of “dead” Li or side products are formed (Figure
4b). However, compared with the Li surface, the deposition of
Li on the plating side of the LiZn alloy surface (LiZn-P) is
much more homogeneous and denser (Figure S5d,e), and the
deposited Li is well covered on the top surface to reveal no
inactive surface areas. In addition, the EDS mapping of F on
the LiZn alloy surface is well distributed, as shown in Figure
S5e. For the stripping side of the LiZn alloy surface (LiZn-S),
no apparent porous structure can be seen (Figure 4f), and
almost no “dead” Li is left on the surface (Figure S5f). The
cross-sectional FIB-SEM image of the plating sides of Li after
100 cycles in Figure 4c shows that the deposition of Li is
porous on the Li metal surface. The uneven deposition of Li on
the pure-Li foil leads to the formation of Li dendrites and then
new SEI layers due to the side reactions between Li dendrites
and electrolyte. After repeated deposition and dissolution, the
deposited Li dendrites covered by SEI layer will form a porous
layer on the surface of the pure-Li foil, leading to a wide
distribution of SEI layers in thickness, as indicated in the
distribution of O in the EDS mapping shown in Figure 4d.
However, the top surface of the LiZn/Li surface is flat, and no
apparent porous structure can be seen in Figure 4g. According

to the distribution of O in Figure 4h, the distribution of the
SEI is relatively narrow compared with pure-Li, which can be
ascribed to the better structural stability of the alloy layer. The
gap between O and Pt (Figure 4h) is caused by the exfoliation
of the Pt layer from the top surface of the Li metal during the
FIB cutting process.

3.2. Electrochemical Performance Measurement. The
voltage profiles for Li||Li and LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cells
at a current density of 1 mA cm−2 for a total capacity of 1 mAh
cm−2 are shown in Figure 5a. The nucleation overpotential is
defined as the gap between the dip voltage and the stable
voltage plateau.39 It can be seen that the nucleation
overpotential for the LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cell (22
mV) is lower than that for the pure-Li||Li symmetric cell (34
mV) due to the high solubility of Zn in the LiZn alloy with Li
and the increased surface area.40 In addition, we find that the
shape of these two curves are also different. The existence of an
arc in the voltage profile (the circled parts in Figure S6) in
earlier cycles indicates that a large surface variation exists on
the pure-Li surface.41 The fluctuations in the voltage profile of
the Li||Li symmetric cell (Figure S6) can be attributed to the
formation of the unstable SEI layer on the Li foil due to
uneven Li deposition and the resultant large impedance in the
following cycles. The pure-Li||Li symmetric cell shows a cycling
life of 180 h before it shows abrupt polarization. However, the
LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cell shows a longer cycling life of
around 950 h. When the current density increases to 2 mA
cm−2, the LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cell still shows superior
cycling life over the pure-Li||Li symmetric cell (Figure 5b). The

Figure 5. Comparisons of the cycling stability of Li||Li and LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cells at a current density of (a) 1 mA cm−2 for a total
capacity of 1 mAh cm−2 and (b) 2 mA cm−2 for 1 mAh cm−2, and (c) 2 mA cm−2 for 2 mAh cm−2.
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deposition overpotential almost does not change when the
deposition amount increases to 2 mAh cm−2 (as shown in
Figure 5c) due to the optimized local current density which
relates to the increase in active area. Li||Li symmetric cells
show serious polarization and an obvious increment in the
deposition overpotential due to the drastic changes in the
structure and the electrode materials on the Li surface caused
by the rapid migration of Li+ ions and redox reactions on the
pure-Li surface.18,42 The LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cells
present a cycling life of around 300 h at current densities of 2
for a total capacity of 2 mAh cm−2 (Figure 5c), indicating that
the LiZn/Li electrode shows promising stability, and the exact
zoomed-in voltage profiles of hundreds of cycles are added in
Figure 5a−c to exclude possible short circuits. One can find
that all the voltage profiles show a steady voltage plateau with a
relatively low overpotential. Figure S7 shows the EIS plots and
the equivalent circuit for the pure-Li||Li and LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li
symmetric cells at a current density of 2 mA cm−2 for a total
capacity of 1 mAh cm−2 before and after one cycle. It can be
found that both plots show a semicircle in the high-frequency
region, and the diameter of which can be regarded as the
charge transfer impedance (Rct) on the surface of the SEI and
the surface of the electrode. Clearly, the circle diameter for the
LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li symmetric cell is much lower than that of the
pure-Li||Li symmetric cell, indicating fast charge transfer on the
surface of LiZn/Li||LiZn/Li which can be attributed to the
larger active surface area. Both Rct values decrease after one
cycle, which can be attributed to further increases in surface
area after deposition of Li.43

To explore the potential practical application of the LiZn/Li
anode, we fabricated full cells using LiFePO4 (LFP) as the

cathode. The voltage profiles of two full cells in the voltage
window of 2.5−3.8 V at a current density of 0.1 C (1 C = 170
mA g−1) during the first cycle are displayed in Figure 6a.
Typical discharge plateaus for LFP at around 3.4 V vs Li+/Li
are observed in both Li//LFP and LiZn/Li//LFP full cells.
The pure-Li//LFP full cell shows a higher specific charge
capacity and lower specific discharge capacity than that of the
LiZn/Li//LFP full cell in the first cycle, indicating more side
reactions, and irreversible consumption of Li+ ions takes place
on the pure-Li surface. In contrast, the LiZn/Li//LFP full cell
shows a higher discharge capacity and reversibility compared
with the pure-Li//LFP full cell. Figure 6b exhibits the cycling
performance of pure-Li//LFP and LiZn/Li//LFP full cells at
0.5 C. The two full cells show nearly the same specific capacity
(around 130 mAh g−1) after 200 cycles. The CEs of the LiZn/
Li//LFP full cell are higher than that of a Li//LFP full cell,
which can be attributed to more uniform deposition of Li on
the surface of the LiZn alloy due to its good lithiophilic
features, so that fewer side reactions happen. Additionally, one
can find that the CEs of the Li//LFP full cell shows larger
fluctuations than the LiZn/Li//LFP counterpart, and the CEs
even exceed 100% every now and then, indicating the
formation of Li dendrites on the surface of the pure-Li surface.
Both are responsible for the lower CEs of the Li//LFP full cell.
To evaluate the nucleation and growth of Li metal on the

different surfaces, density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were performed to analyze (i) the binding energies of Li and
(ii) the surface energies of the (100) and (110) surfaces of Li
and LiZn (Li:Zn = 1). In total, five surfaces were considered
for the calculations (Li (100), Li-terminated LiZn (100), Zn-
terminated LiZn (100), Li (110), and LiZn (110)), with

Figure 6. (a) Voltage profiles and (b) cycling performance of Li//LFP and LiZn/Li//LFP full cells and calculated binding energies of Li on five
surfaces (c). Both the Li and Zn terminations on LiZn (as indicated in the brackets) were considered on the calculations on the (100) surface.
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optimized structures as shown in Figure S8a. The calculations
(Figure S8b) indicate that the alloy surfaces, including Li-
terminated LiZn (100), Zn-terminated LiZn (100), and LiZn
(110), show higher surface energies than the Li surfaces. These
higher surface energy facets prefer to form three-dimensional
structure as compared one-dimensional dendritic whiskers
according to a surface nucleation and diffusion model.18,44 The
binding energies of Li on the surfaces are then calculated to
evaluate the thermodynamic affinity of the surfaces for Li
atoms (Figure 6c), which is a key factor in determining the
growth and agglomeration of Li during cycling. Interestingly, it
can be seen that the LiZn alloy surface has stronger binding
energies for Li at the Zn-related sites, suggesting that the LiZn
alloy surface is favorable for the growth of Li due to its higher
affinity for Li atoms. These computational results are in good
agreement with our experimental observations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a LiZn modified Li anode was prepared
successfully by e-beam evaporation. The Zn sites of the alloy
layer have a higher binding energy with Li, guiding ordered
nucleation and growth of Li. Additionally, the electrochemi-
cally and structurally stable LiZn alloy surface modified layer
helps to reduce the side reactions between the Li electrode and
electrolyte and forms a stable SEI layer. As a result, when
assembled as a symmetric cell, the alloy protects the Li metal
anode to exhibits a longer cycling life (more than 1000 h at a
current density of 2 mA cm−2 with a total capacity of 1 mAh
cm−2) with a lower deposition overpotential compared with
the pure-Li metal anode. Moreover, when paired with a LFP
cathode, the LiZn/Li//LFP full cell also delivers a higher CE
(about 99.6%). The results show that the LiZn alloy modified
layer can help to realize homogeneous deposition of Li to
eventually reach a stable cycle life for robust Li metal batteries.
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